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concerned the music of Korea, for whilst Korean music is virtually 
unknown in the West, it is rich, vital and approachable. Mr. 
Jonathan Condit, of Cambridge University, gave two lectures, the 
first being a very clear and pithy account of the instruments and 
genres of Korean music, and the second presenting his own 
research and conclusions concerning the evolution of Korean 
music over the centuries by extensive elaboration upon simple 
Chinese tunes, until the original tunes are lost to the ear and 
forgotton; for example each crotchet of a Chinese tune ending up as 
four bars of music in 5/ 4 time. For scholarly lucidity Mr. Condit's 
lecture must take the festival prize. I am sure his research could 
leave 'spin-offs' for contemporary composers. 
Members of the National Classical Music Institute of Seoul gave 
two concerts which included music from all the major traditions-
Court music, Aristocratic and Folk. The latter is not folky in our 
sense, but is named in contrast to the Court and Aristocratic 
traditions. Court music and, to a lesser extent, Aristocratic music, 
are austere and often dispassionate, striving to create that calm of 
mind required by Confucian ideals, whilst not disrupting the noble 
thoughts of the listeners. Folk music, on the other hand, is highly 
passionate and often fast and syncopated. We heard examples in 
this genre of Sanjo, involving a solo instrument with a drum, and of 
P'ansori, or Korean opera, for one singer and drum, the singer 
accomplishing all the roles and narration (for as long as eight hours 
for a full performance). 
Most Korean music depends upon extreme ornamentation of 
individual notes: so much so that 'ornamentation' is a poor 
description since the 'melody' itself is merely a skeletal entity, not a 
tune that is embellished by ornament, as in, say, baroque music. 
Moreover, the Korean sense of pitch is highly fluid so that glissandi, 
especially the characteristic wide vibrato effects, become the heart 
if the music, not an ornamental device. Korean music, because of 
its richness and complexity, and because in it are found together 
aesthetic attitudes normally found apart. must be an invaluable 
tradition for Westerners to study. lt combines typically Chinese 
musical ideas with an emotional warmth as great as in Indian 
music: even the Court music, for all its austerity, cnveys a sense of 
sheer well-being. And whilst its techniques are often the epitomy 
of being non-Western, the music is approachable and easy to enjoy. 
There was much more in the festival, but itwouldtaketoo long to 
give a full account. But I should mention the performance by Mr. 
Tong Kinwoon of Hong Kong, upon the Chinese Ch'in. lt was a pity 
we could not have heard something about the involved technique of 
this instrument and its association with the high culture of the 
Chinese litterati. I hope Mr. Tong, who is a charming man and an 
John 
Cage 
excellent scholar, will return to this country to instruct as well as to 
play. 
Not every event in the Festival was successful, of course, but the 
majority of events were. The only sour note was caused by the 
television cameramen, who tended to · intrude too much into the 
performances and aroused much bad feeling. Sometimes an 
audience can be made to feel like screen extras, a necessary 
complication in putting on a television show. lt was after all our(the 
audience's) festival, a live event. 
lt is a strange experience to be bombarded with music from such 
diverse cultures for two weeks; we often covered, by concerts and 
lectures, three cultures in a day. Some people got intellectual 
indigestion, and some found the confusion exhilarating. Several 
people were quite convinced that the noise in fact produced by one 
of the canteen toasters was somebody rehearsing something 
somewhere. lt is certainly a freak culture that submits itself to this 
sort of polycultural bombardment, but I think we should rejoice in it, 
not erect barriers and limits or build walls against experience. 
On the other hand, what does such a festival achieve, since one 
can only glimpse each culture? For td appreciate a music requires 
continued exposure and familiarity. One rational justification is that 
the Festival provided a sampler (a sort of global village bazaar), so 
that an audience can hear what there is and choose what to follow 
up afterwards. (But following-up maybe impossible ifthe music one 
chooses is under-recorded, or, more subtly, is the kind of medium 
that does not record well .) 
Then again, is 'Oriental music' a coherent category at all? Is it not 
an assorted bag of disparate entities, linked only by a very broad 
geographical coincidence? Whatever unity there is in the concept is 
really not because they (the Orientals) collectively do something 
similar, but because we (the Westerners) have gone off on a curious 
tack of our own by elaborating a system of harmonic progression 
and perhaps, above all, attaching music to notation. Thus, the 
further we go back in our own development and the closer we get to 
our own folk traditions, the less we diverge from the Orient. 
Is Oriental music a useful area of study for Western musicians? 
After all, Oriental music often suffers from contact with the West. 
And it is ironic that most Eastern traditions have a very strong role 
of teacher and tradition, whereas in the West it is often the tear-
aways and tradition-deserters who turn to the East for creative 
inspiration. 
However, our present intellectual climate tends to be mixed and 
cosmopolitan, and there is no situation of isolated purity to protect. 
We may as well look into the East carefully and profoundly, and we 
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Recently republished in printed editions 
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Music for Marcel Duchamp (1947) 
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Sonata for Clarinet (1933) 
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